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Abstract
Sign language is the communication language used in hearing impaired community. Recently, the research of sign language production has made great progress but still need to cope with some critical challenges. In this paper, we propose a system-level scheme and push forward the implementation of sign language production for practical usage. We build a system capable of translating speech into sign language avatar. Different from previous approach only focusing on single technology, we systematically combine algorithms of language translation, body gesture animation and facial avatar generation. We also develop two applications: Sign Language Interpretation APP and Virtual Sign Language Anchor, to facilitate easy and clear communication for hearing impaired people.

1 Introduction
Sign language, the language of communication for the hearing impaired community, is a visual language with complex grammatical structures that includes gestures, expressions and body movements. According to the World Health Organization (WHO) report in 2020, there are more than 466 million deaf people in the world.[Kushalnagar, 2019]. Sign language production, converting spoken language to continuous sign sequences, is therefore essential in involving the deaf in the predominantly spoken language of the wider world.

In recent years, academia has proposed several schemes for sign language production. After Avatar Approaches constructs sign language data, sign language generation is realized through animation production technology, but these generated data cannot be expanded, and professional knowledge is required to check the generated data[Bangham et al., 2000; Cox et al., 2002; Ebling and Glauert, 2013]. Then generative models along with some graphical techniques, such as Motion Graph, are being recently employed which could better organize data-driven sign language generation, but still require a large amount of data and become more computationally complex as the amount of data increases[Lee and Shin, 1999]. To address these issues and improve computational performance, [Camgöz et al., 2018; Guo et al., 2018; Stoll et al., 2020] adopts a deep learning model-based approach. Neural Machine Translation (NMT) approaches, which solve sign language synthesis as a translation task, and use traditional machine translation methods to handle the problem. However, this method performs poorly on long sentences, very common vocabulary and unseen sentence patterns. The method of Conditional image/video generation directly generates videos/pictures[Kataoka et al., 2016; Karras et al., 2019; van den Oord et al., 2016; Vasani et al., 2020], which makes sign language production more intuitive and the process simpler, but its model is more complex, and it is difficult to find a suitable objective function and corresponding optimization method.

Another problem is that previous approaches mainly focus on single topic of gesture generation. However, there are two significant issues that prevent sign language production from practical application. First, the grammar of sign language is entirely different from natural language. Translating natural language words one by one is not sign language, but gesture language. Besides, sign language expression is not only limited to body pose or hand gesture. Facial expression is equally important in sign language. Thus, we aim to tackle the problem systematically, combining technology of natural language processing, computer graph and machine learning. We hope to make our efforts to benefit society through practical applications.

In this paper, we propose a novel system, translating speech
into sign language avatar as shown in Figure 1.

- Given speech signal, we perform automatic speech recognition and develop a language translation method to translate natural language into sign glosses.
- For sign language production, we combine avatar-based approach and learning-based approach to get an accurate and human-like avatar animation.
- We employ facial synthesis algorithm for better sign language expression.
- We introduce two applications equipped with our proposed system: Sign Language Interpretation APP and Virtual Sign Language Anchor.

2 System Design

2.1 Language Translation

Sign language expresses and conveys meanings through the combination of glosses. In this section, we aim to translate natural language into sign glosses. The natural language text is generated from speech with Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR). We apply state-of-the-art language translation method BART [Lewis et al., 2020] as the network structure. The training data is manually collected and annotated from sign language practitioners and hearing impaired people. We also develop a novel data augmentation method to tackle the data deficiency problem. Specifically, we randomly delete, re-order some words in text and replace similar words or glosses based on the word embedding, generating 1 million text and pseudo gloss pairs at pre-training. Besides, different from natural language, the quantity of sign language vocabulary is much smaller; many natural words need to use multiple glosses to express. Thus we establish the Expert Alignment Knowledge to tackle this problem, which can significantly reduce the difficulty of model learning. The translated glosses will be matched with an unique gloss ID which represents an unique gloss motion. We also attach an additional network branch to predict the key words probability used in the subsequent animation system. The translation network is trained in an end-to-end manner.

2.2 Sign Language Production

Previous approaches to sign language production can be divided into avatar-based approach and learning-based approach. Avatar-based approach can generate realistic sign production as the sign language action can be captured by special cameras and sensors precisely. But the combination of sign language is countless and the expensive cost is unacceptable. Learning-based approach aims to produce sign language action by training a neural networks. However, the result is uncontrollable and is far from practical application. Our approach is to combine avatar-based approach and learning-based approach. We collect 2000 gloss motions from professional sign language practitioner with motion capture devices to ensure the fine-grained accuracy. To concatenate glosses into sentences, we develop a learning-based method for motion transition.

Avatar-based Gloss Motion Retrieval and Editing

Based on the collected gloss motions, we establish an offline gloss database for Gloss Motion Retrieval. The saved gloss motion data is represented as unit quaternion of different upper body joints. The retrieval signal is the pre-defined gloss IDs calculated by proposed language translation model.

As the gloss motions are pre-recorded with a fixed speed, directly combining them will lead to an under-articulated and unnatural movements and the robotic motion of the aforementioned avatars can make viewers uncomfortable, due to the uncanny valley. Hearing impaired people often rhythmically play sign language based on the words they want to emphasize in a sentence. Thus, we tackle this problem by adaptively editing the motion speed of every gloss word. We utilize the probability predicted by language translation module. A low probability means that the gloss word is less important in this sentence then we improve its speed rate by downsampling
frames of the motion data and vice versa. The relation between key words probability and downsampling rate is manually set in our experiments.

**Learning-based Gloss Motion Transition**

In this subsection, we introduce how to concatenate gloss motion into sentence motion. Since there are various movement states at the start and end of different gloss motions, it is difficult for interpolation-based methods to get human-like transition speed and trajectory. Thus we develop a data-driven deep neural network to generate the transition motion for better smoothness. We define the gloss motion transition problem as: given body joints in the last few frames of the previous gloss motion and the first few frames of the next gloss motion, predict the transitional motion.

We model the transition function with a neural network based on Transformer [Vaswani et al., 2017]. When training the neural network, we randomly sample one gloss motion from the offline gloss database. To construct training samples, We randomly erase 5-20 frames in the middle of body motion. The erased body joints will be applied as the groundtruth during training. To construct the input of the network, we pad the empty body joints with zero value. The network input consists of three parts: the last 20 frames before erased frames, the padded 5-20 frames and the first 20 frames after erased frames. The loss function is mean square error (MSELoss). At inference, we first determine the length of transition frames based on the distance and instantaneous velocity of the wrist joint. Then transition result can be predicted by the trained Transformer. The learning-based transition methods can better handle the complicated and diverse sign gesture combinations.

### 2.3 Facial Movement Generation

When hearing impaired people playing sign language, they always come with rich facial expressions to express their mood or to show what they want to emphasize. Thus, we develop a lip movement generation module to make the virtual character simultaneously read the word in dumb when playing sign language gesture. The facial movement is represented as blendshape. If key words probability are larger than 0.5, the glosses will be selected to generate corresponding lip movements. We translate those glosses to Chinese phoneme. The pre-defined mouth shape will be mapped to the phoneme as well as be merged into lip movement sequence with cross-fade smoothness. Furthermore, we also extract emotion labels from the input speech. Emotional facial movement avatars are manually collected and animated, such as neutral, happy, confused, worried, etc. They are also merged into the whole facial movement sequence to make the virtual character more vivid.

### 3 Applications

In this section, we introduce our two developed applications equipped with our proposed sign language animation system. We also explain and demonstrate the system and applications via a short video at https://youtu.be/oVtZKC4H0LA.

**Sign Language Interpretation APP**

The Sign Language Interpretation APP can perform the bidirectional translation work between sign language and natural speech. Our system can be embedded into mobile device for translating the natural speech into the avatar animation. Normal hearing users input a voice message into the APP, and then show the virtual character to the hearing impaired users. It is expected as the future communication tool for hearing impaired people and normal hearing people. The demonstration is illustrated in Figure 3.

**Virtual Sign Language Anchor**

Sign language anchor is widely applied in video broadcast such as news report, sports commentary and program host. Previous practice requires a real professional presenter to synchronously play sign language according to the speech, which is expensive on personnel costs. To tackle the problem, our Virtual Sign Language Anchor can automatically generate sign language animation based on either speech or text, which is more extensible and low-cost compared to the manual solution. Typical product is illustrated in Figure 4, where the virtual anchor commentates the Olympic Games with sign language in TV broadcast.

### 4 Conclusion

We propose a system capable of translating speech into sign language avatar. We systematically combine algorithms of language translation, body gesture animation and facial avatar generation and develop two applications to facilitate easy and clear communication for hearing impaired people.
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